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Abstra t. A domain-spe i
language (DSL) is a programming language adapted to the needs of a parti ular problem domain. A well designed DSL gives unsophisti ated users the omputational apabilities of
an advan ed programming language without the omplexity of a general
purpose one. We have applied DSL te hnology to an important new eld:
se ondary edu ation. In this paper we present a language that allows students to visualize mathemati al on epts in subje ts ranging from basi
algebra to al ulus.
We have adapted an existing DSL alled Pan for use in the lassroom.
Pan is a language of fun tional images: pi tures are represented by a
mapping from points in the oordinate plane onto olors. Using the basi tools of fun tional programming, users an des ribe omplex images
learly and su in tly. Pan allows basi mathemati al on epts to be visualized in new and reative ways. These visualizations are intera tive:
students an adjust the parameters whi h de ne the image with a GUI
atta hed to it. Using this language, omputers an be tightly integrated
into the ore high-s hool math urri ulum and provide new learning opportunities that mix the rigor of mathemati s with artisti reativity.
The simpli ity of this language and its dire t relationship with the underlying mathemati s makes it a tool that all students an use - not just
advan ed or omputer-literate ones.
In this paper we demonstrate how fun tional images an be used for
mathemati al visualization in the lassroom and dis uss implementation
issues en ountered when porting software to a se ondary s hool setting.
Some preliminary experien es in the lassroom are also in luded.
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Introdu tion

The use of omputers in high s hool mathemati s ourses is often limited to
primitive devi es su h as a graphing al ulator. Beyond this rather minimal level
of fun tionality there has been no onsensus as to appropriate tools to support
math edu ation. Inspe tion of any math textbook, from algebra to al ulus,
reveals that visualization is an essential part of the learning pro ess. These books
are lled with graphs and pi tures used to represent the abstra tion ideas of
mathemati s in a visual form. The graphing al ulator is a simple extension
of these textbook visualizations: the primary purpose of these ma hines is to
reate pi tures, not to al ulate values. Our goal is to empower edu ators and

students by using de larative programming language te hnologies to reate a
language-based visualization tool.
Why are graphing al ulators so popular with edu ators? First, they are
general: they an be used in many di erent ontexts. The time spent tea hing
a student to operate su h a devi e is rewarded by its frequent use throughout
many di erent subje ts. Se ond, al ulators are simple. Unlike a general purpose
programming language, the language used by al ulators an easily be understood by students and instru tors without extensive training in the pro ess of
omputation. Our goal is to take the next step: making visualization software
expressive. It is this expressiveness that expands the role of omputers in the
lassroom and allows students to explore the full range of mathemati al subje ts in a new and reative manner.
A formal notion of language is an essential aspe t of our approa h. Language
provides the expressiveness and, more importantly, basis for understanding that
a student needs to master mathemati al on epts. We augment the standard
mathemati al language with just enough omputational devi es to support intera tive visualization. This in fa t sums up the basi purpose of de larative
programming: allowing the same language to be used at both the omputational
and on eptual level in an appli ation. A good language is the software equivalent of a laboratory. A student of hemistry an, for example, learn mu h from
freely experimenting with a well-sto ked hemi al lab. A language of mathematial visualization similarly supplies the basi elements of mathemati s and allows
a student to experiment freely with their ombinations.
We believe that better visualization tools will have a signi ant impa t on
edu ation. Reasons for this in lude:
{

{

{

{

Computer-based visualizations an be intera tive. That is, a GUI allows the
student to ontrol parameters in the visualization. This allows exploration a
high dimensional spa e in a simple, intuitive manner.
We wish to ustomize visualization to meet the needs of parti ular students
or lesson obje tives. There are many di erent ways to onvey mathemati al
on epts visually; di erent students respond to di erent visualization styles.
An expressive visualization language adds an element of reativity to the
lesson material. Students that experiment with new styles of visualization
are rewarded by the artisti aspe t of the images they generate. This style
of learning omplements the traditional problem solving approa h that predominates in mathemati s.
Using a formalized notion of abstra tion we give users a way to expand their
mathemati al vo abulary.

To a hieve the full bene ts of a new edu ational tool, we must not only design
the tool itself but also integrate it into the learning pro ess. Thus our resear h
must address urri ular integration and assessment issues as will as language
design and implementation.
Our proje t is still in a preliminary state. The software is not yet ready to
deploy in the lassroom but prototypes are available for preliminary assessment.
We have performed limited lassroom experiments but have not yet obtained

a signi ant amount of experien e working with students and edu ators. We
believe, however, enough has been a omplished that sharing our resear h with
the ommunity will be of value.
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A Language of Fun tional Images

This work is based on Pan[3℄, a language of fun tional images[1℄ developed by
Conal Elliott. Pan is embedded in Haskell[7℄ and uses the Haskell type system
and syntax. We have re-implemented Pan as a stand-alone system, independent
of Haskell. We have altered the original Haskell-based Pan system in a number
of osmeti ways: a simpli ed syntax, a less omplex type system, and a new
ba kend, but the semanti ore of Pan remains un hanged. Although the following examples use this new syntax and type system they an be translated into
the original Haskell version of Pan with little e ort. Sin e the essen e of the Pan
language is un hanged, we have not given our language a new name and we use
the name \Pan" to refer to our new system while \Haskell Pan" is the original
system.
2.1

Pan Basi s

Programs in Pan are onstru ted using de nitions. These pla e students on familiar mathemati al ground: the idea of de nition is fundamental to basi mathemati s. De nitions, in turn, utilize expressions. These use standard mathemati al
notations (as mu h as possible) and are also familiar to students.
What is somewhat more foreign to students is the notion of types. Although
types su h as integers, reals, and points are quite familiar, formal type systems
are not part of standard mathemati s edu ation. But sin e types are essential to
understanding and orre tness of de nitions, we in lude these in Pan and expe t
that students an grasp simple type de nitions. This aspe t of the system is
ertainly subje t to further investigation. Unlike the Haskell-based Pan system,
we do not support type abstra tion: the de nition of new data types by students.
At present we also do not have type de larations in the language; types are only
seen in error messages and do umentation.
An image is represented as a fun tion from points to olors. In Haskell, this
type would be represented as follows:
type Image = Point -> Color

This de nition produ es bla k and white he kerboard on a Cartesian plane with
squares of 10 x 10:
he ker (x,y) =
if even(floor(x/10) + floor(y/10))
then white else bla k

At a point (x,y), the image is white if the sum of the s aled integer parts of the
oordinates is even, otherwise bla k. The names white and bla k are part of a
sub-domain of olors.
A lens is a fun tion from points to points, as aptured by this Haskell type:
type Lens = Point -> Point

A lens an be used to distort an image su h as the he kerboard. The following
lens fun tion, invertP, inverts the magnitude of a polar oordinate:
invertP :: Lens
invertP (r  theta) = (1/r  theta)

The (r  theta) notation is used to represent points in polar oordinates. This
is an example of views, a generalization of pattern mat hing. Although views are
not part of Haskell we use them in Pan.
We an use this transformation to \warp" the he kerboard as follows:
flower = he ker . trans

Sin e images are represented by fun tions, fun tion omposition (the \." operator) an be used to ouple the transformation with the original image. This
produ es the pi ture shown in gure 1. Pan allows images to be onstru ted with

Fig. 1.

A Warped Che kerboard

almost any degree of mathemati al sophisti ation. This example demonstrates
the on iseness of Pan programs: only a few lines of ode generate a relatively
omplex and aestheti ally pleasing image.
Controls an be added that allow intera tive adjustment of image parameters.
The following lens has two ontrols: an integer that determines the number of
ripples and a ripple amplitude:

n
<amp
<lens (r  a) =
pi ture
=

islider("n", 1, 20, 1)
slider("amplitude", 0, 1, 0)
(r*(1+amp*sin(n*a))  a)
he ker . lens

Figure 2 shows the entire view window with the atta hed GUI. The menus along
the top are standard for all images while the two sliders at the bottom are spe i
to this image. The parameters to the slider fun tions are the label, minimum,
maximum, and initial values. Also note that the sliders allow students to view
or dire tly enter the exa t numeri values, enabling manual he king of the
al ulations that generate the pi ture. We use <- instead of = in the de nition
of the ontrols to indi ate the reation of a user interfa e obje t instead of an
ordinary de nition. There should be pre isely one opy of the ontroller even if
the value generated (n or a is used more than on e. That is, equational reasoning
valid for = but not <-. This distin tion is related to the monad used in the Haskell
version of the system. This monad is expli ated in our translation and remains
hidden to student users.
2.2

Visualization Fun tions

A visualization fun tion onverts a value of some spe i type into an image.
There are usually many ways to view obje ts of a parti ular type. For example, a
fun tion from real to real may be visualized as a line on a plane, a region bounded
by this line, an animated obje t moving in traje tory, a radial distortion of a
pi ture, or even as a sequen e of olors de ned via a olor mapping. Students and
instru tors are free to invent new visualization fun tions for any type of obje t.
We anti ipate building a large library of visualization fun tions into Pan when
it is released. Standard visualization interfa es an in lude standard graphi s
visualization interfa es su h as pan and zoom apabilities.
The following visualization fun tion is used in the next se tion to view lens
fun tions. The user sele ts a pi ture using the sele tImage GUI and the lens is
used to distort the pi ture. Imported pi tures are represented in the same manner
as the generated pi ture using an image fun tion. A set of ontrols allows the
user to move the pi ture around under the lens, allowing the student to adjust
the result in a number of ways. The fun tion f may ontain additional ontrols;
the nal GUI ombines ontrols from both the the visualization fun tion and its
target.
im
s
x
y
r

<<<<<-

sele tImage("Image to warp")
slider("S ale", 0.1, 50, 1)
slider("X motion", -200, 200, 0)
slider("Y motion", -200, 200, 0)
slider("rotation", 0, 360, 0)

showLens(f) = im' . f
where

Fig. 2.

An Image with Controls

im' = rotate(r,
translate((x, y),
s ale(s, im)))

This example demonstrates the simpli ity of onstru ting new viewers. An instru tor an build spe ialized viewers for a lesson, allowing omplete ontrol over
the visualization environment.
Pan programs are written using a small development environment. This has
two editable windows: one ontaining an unordered set of de nitions and the
other ontaining an expression to be visualized. The user interfa e provides a
simple \viewer manager" in whi h obje t types are asso iated with default viewing fun tions, giving students an impli it way to visualize obje ts of a given type.
Figure 3 shows the development environment. At present we are working on a

Fig. 3.

Writing a Pan Program

web-based interfa e to Pan that will allow students to run the system remotely
without installing any software.
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Experien es

We have performed two experiments at using the Haskell Pan in the lassroom.
The rst was in an eighth grade algebra lass and the se ond was for high s hool

junior and seniors. The slides and galleries from these presentations is available
at http://haskell.org/edsl, our website of edu ational DSLs. Ea h of these
presentations used only one viewer: the lensing fun tion de ned in the previous
se tion. Ea h ommen ed with a group le ture of about 45 minutes that overed
the following topi s:
{
{

{
{

The de nition of fun tional images.
Lensing fun tions: the e e t of slope (this determines lo ally whether the
image is expanded or redu ed, mirrored or non-mirrored), fun tion ranges
and domains, and the e e t of lo al minima or maxima.
Polar oordinates and simple polar transformations.
Simple periodi fun tions su h as the sawtooth.

After the presentation, students were asked to invent a new lensing transformation and sket h its anti ipated e e t. The next day these transformations were
entered into Pan under the supervision of the presenter and ea h student reated a pi ture for a pi ture gallery. Figure 4 was generated by a student in an
eighth grade algebra lass; it uses a polar transformation that swirls an image
of Thomas Edison. The ode generating this image is as follow:
k1 <- slider("k1", 0, 100, 0)
k2 <- slider("k2", 0, 10, 0)
f (d  a) = (d+k1  a+k2*(d+k1))

Figure 5 was reated by a high s hool senior using radial distortion; the ode for
this is:
k <- slider("k", 0, 50, 0)
p <- islider("lobes", 0, 20, 1)
f (da) = (d/(1+k*(abs (sin (p*a))))a)

After the presentations, we obtained feedba k from the math instru tors.
Their observations in lude:
{

{

{

Fun tional images were an ex ellent way to illustrate the basi idea of a
fun tion. Sin e the domain and range are aptured visually it made these
on epts parti ularly lear.
Fun tions from 2-D point to 2-D point were somewhat new to the eighth
grade (14 year old) students and served to re-enfor e their basi understanding of fun tions. The textbook used by the students used mostly lines on
a oordinate plane to visualize fun tions so warping fun tions were new to
many students.
The mathemati s was very \ lose to the surfa e". That is, it was possible
to pre isely explain why the results appeared as they did using only the
mathemati s in the lesson. This is in ontrast to students who were using
Photoshop to alter photos without understanding the mathemati al basis
for the warping e e ts.

Warped Edison

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Splatted Tomato

{

{

{

More than the expe ted number of students volunteered to do the follow-on
assignment (the \de ne your own lens" part), indi ating a unusual level of
interest.
The better students ( al ulus level pupils) were adept at inventing equations
that would have a desired e e t. This a tivity turned into a hallenge among
the students in whi h one would des ribe an e e t and another would write
down some equations.
The use of a GUI to adjust parameters gave the students a very good intuitive
feel for the omponents of the equations used. This was espe ially true for
periodi fun tions where it was easy to demonstrate the ideas of period and
phase shift through intera tive ontrols.

These initial demonstrations of Pan were very en ouraging; students and instru tors were enthusiasti about the potential of this software.
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Implementation Issues

The Haskell version of Pan is implemented in a unique way: Pan programs are
Haskell programs that generate what is essentially an abstra t syntax tree for a
simple fun tional language; this is then ompiled with mu h optimization into
C++ ode. This C++ ode is then dynami ally loaded into a viewer that reates
the GUI asso iated with the image and renders the image to the s reen. The
speed of the C++ ode is quite important: as students hange image parameters
using the GUI the system should be able to update the image without delays.
The Haskell version of Pan is unsuitable for dire t student use: it requires
an intimate knowledge of Haskell and its implementations. Type errors are parti ularly diÆ ult to deal with and in our experien es with the original Pan in
the lassroom showed that a Haskell-knowledgeable supervisor was essential. To
reate a stand-alone system, we have made a number of signi ant hanges and
additions to Pan. These in lude the following:
{

{

{

{

We have written a ustom parser that has better error handling than urrent Haskell ompilers. Sin e many advan ed language features have been
removed it is mu h easier to identify parsing errors.
A feature Haskell la ks turns out to be quite useful in this domain: views.
We use views to handle pattern mat hing in either polar or re tangular
oordinate systems. The set of views is pre-de ned at present - students
annot yet de ne new views.
The type system is mostly hidden from the user. We ompute standard
Haskell types during type he king but hide parts of the signatures from the
user. This avoids revealing the di eren e between stati and dynami values
and the use of the UI monad.
As has been observed in Dr. S heme, error handling is perhaps the most
important aspe t of the ompiler. We have designed our software with this
in mind and expe t to ontinue to improve this aspe t of the system over
time. Many of the problemati errors that plague Haskell (kind errors, the

monomorphism restri tion, overloading problems) have been designed away
in our language.
{ In Pan, the user program is de-fun tionalized \for free": all fun tions are
expanded away by the Haskell system before they rea h the Pan ompiler.
Here we must perform this expansion using a small lambda al ulus interpreter. One advantage of our approa h is that we an at h ompile-time
loops using iteration limits in ases where the original Pan system would
generate sta k over ows.
{ The run-time language has been hanged to C℄ to make the system more
portable. The image viewer has also been ported to C℄.
{ The display window an ontains both an image and program generated text.
This allows students to easily in orporate extra information in the output
of the system. This an be used to provide feedba k related to the urrent
mouse position, allowing the mouse to intera tively sample image parameters
or other values that would aid the student in understanding the generated
image.
{ We have de ned a simple module system that allows students to a ess
ode libraries. An instru tor may to provide visualization or other fun tions
tailored to a parti ular lesson as a module for student use. This is mu h less
omplex than the Haskell or ML module systems.
{ We are targeting a number of new exe ution platforms to make it easier to
deploy this language. These in lude web servers and tablet omputers.
These hanges have been a signi ant undertaking. We onje ture that other edu ational languages derived from existing embedded DSLs would require similar
e orts.
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Related Work

Programming languages have been used with varying degrees of su ess in se ondary edu ation. Although languages su h as S heme, Java, and Basi an be
used in a manner similar to Pan, a general purpose language an not approa h
the performan e and simpli ity of Pan in this appli ation. We doubt any general purpose programming language ould or should be used dire tly in a lass
that is not intended to tea h programming itself. De larative, domain-spe i
languages are the only possible way to in orporate the ne essary fun tionality
into an appli ation su h as this. Although we do not use S heme itself, the Dr.
S heme[2℄ environment is a major sour e of inspiration regarding implementation
and tea hing methodology.
In spirit, our system is related to Mathemati a in it's attempt to dire tly
represent mathemati al obje ts. Mathemati a is an ex ellent vehi le for visualization and has many features far beyond what we have implemented in Pan.
However, besides the size and pri e of this appli ation, Mathemati a does not
have a suÆ iently de larative language base to support the type of abstra tion
that is natural in Pan. While Mathemati a is good at representing the mathemati al obje ts for visualization, it is more diÆ ult to reate new visualization
styles. It also la ks a sophisti ated type system.

This work does not address the sort of visualization needed in most geometry
lessons. In geometry, the emphasis is on proofs and onstru tions rather than
fun tions; geometry domains tend ontain dis rete obje ts rather than ontinuous fun tions. There are a number of good software pa kages that visualize
geometri information su h as the Geometer's Sket hpad[4℄ or GeomView[5℄.
These systems use a a di erent set of tools: onstraints, 3D viewers, and symboli reasoning. The s ripting language used by the Geometer's Sket hpad is
quite de larative and expressive; it is perhaps losest in spirit to Pan. There is
a wealth of resour es available for it, in luding examples, lesson plans, and a tivities. We onje ture that fun tional programming an be integrated into this
setting but have not pursued this yet.
Another related area is modelling and simulation. Here the primary de larative language is Modeli a[6℄. Although this language does not have the abstra tion apabilities of a fun tional language su h as Pan it ould be used to handle
physi al simulation in s ien e edu ation. The omputational model underneath
a simulation language is onsiderably more omplex than that whi h Pan is
based on. Simulation is inherently stateful: as time moves forward the state of
the system hanges. This requires a signi antly di erent runtime engine.
The relationship between this system and systems based on symboli reasoning is illuminating. We do not manipulate the formulas entered by our users in
any user-visible way - we simply ompile them into visualizations. Tasks su h
as symboli di erentiation or equation solving are not part of Pan's repertoire.
This does not pre lude development along these lines: the language we use to
represent mathemati al obje ts is quite suitable for this purpose. Equational
reasoning would provide the formal semanti framework for su h symboli manipulation.
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Con lusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated a language-based visualization system that enables students to explore general mathemati al on epts in new and interesting ways. This
resear h has the potential to bring powerful omputer-based tools to the traditional high s hool mathemati s urri ulum. Using a language that ts seamlessly
into the existing edu ational ontext, students an put mathemati al knowledge
to work onstru tively, building new and unique images based on a wide range
of mathemati al on epts.
The next hallenge is to integrate this language more dire tly into the urri ulum. We plan to develop a set of lessons in subje ts from basi algebra to
al ulus that in orporate student dire ted visualization.
Serious resear h into edu ational methodology must in lude detailed assessments of new edu ational te hniques. We are working with the Pa e group at
Yale to design rigorous psy hologi al tests and use them to re ne our system.
We expe t these tests to provide a wealth of feedba k on our language and
software. Using a properly designed test we an measure the impa t of our ap-

proa h on basi mathemati s knowledge as well as less tangible apabilities su h
as reativity.
Ours approa h is not limited to mathemati s edu ation. S ien e instru tion
an also bene t from de larative language methodology. We are investigating
languages for modelling and simulation that would aid students understanding
physi al systems.
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